Grand Masters 2018 – Rules Update
Bushido gets a new errata document every year after our Grand Masters tournament at the UK Games Expo.
However, just to make sure the Grand Masters is being played correctly these changes are being released before the event to cover a few issues that have come up. Any official rulings on the GCT forums will also apply
of course.
These can be considered official and used everywhere. All of these will be in the 2018 errata.
Q: Yanjing has Brutal (Ranged), does this mean all models with Brutal (X) gain the bonus on their ranged
attacks?
A: No. If there is no type for Brutal, assume it is Brutal (Melee/X). The Brutal (Ranged/X) happened later in
the life of this edition; the default is Melee only.
Q: Many feats say “This feat may only be used once per turn”. If I have multiple models with the same feat can
they each use it once?
A: Each feat on a different card is a separate instance so two different models could use the same once per
turn feat. This does not apply to the Bakemono Horde card; such feats on it can only be used once by all bakemono.
Q: What happens when an Aggressive model is Immobilised and chosen to activate? If the model is not
Prone, it cannot declare Disengage actions and has no usable Ki feats.
A: If a model cannot legally declare any actions (due to states, traits or other game effects) when chosen to
activate the model immediately becomes exhausted.
This is the big one, for the Grand Masters, I am allowing Cult of Yurei players to use either of the Death and
Decay themes but after the errata this will entirely replace the old one. I hope Cult players approve. With the
release of the Risen, the real “Zombie horde” is now a possibility and this facilitates the play much better than
the old theme.
Death and Decay 2:
• During deployment add a Kairai with RC < 6 to the warband without paying its Rice Cost.
• Kairai gain Forward Deployment
• Whenever a non-soulless model is removed from play, replace it with a Risen Kairai.
Restriction: Gok, Kairai, Burakumin, Kato.
Elixir of Vigour: Enhancement Card – Errata
Add Restriction (Prefecture of Ryu)
NOTE: This means ONLY Prefecture models may use this card.

